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EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

Responsible cognitive digital clones as decision-makers:a design science 
research study
Mariia Golovianko a, Svitlana Gryshko b, Vagan Terziyan c and Tuure Tuunanen c

aDepartment of Artificial Intelligence, Kharkiv National University of Radioelectronics, Ukraine; bDepartment of Economic Cybernetics, 
Kharkiv National University of Radioelectronics, Ukraine; cFaculty of Information Technology, University of Jyväskylä, Finland

ABSTRACT
This study uses a design science research methodology to develop and evaluate the Pi-Mind 
agent, an information technology artefact that acts as a responsible, resilient, ubiquitous 
cognitive clone – or a digital copy – and an autonomous representative of a human decision- 
maker. Pi-Mind agents can learn the decision-making capabilities of their “donors” in a specific 
training environment based on generative adversarial networks. A trained clone can be used by 
a decision-maker as an additional resource for one’s own cognitive enhancement, as an 
autonomous representative, or even as a replacement when appropriate. The assumption 
regarding this approach is as follows: when someone was forced to leave a critical process 
because of, for example, sickness, or wanted to take care of several simultaneously running 
processes, then they would be more confident knowing that their autonomous digital repre-
sentatives were as capable and predictable as their exact personal “copy”. The Pi-Mind agent 
was evaluated in a Ukrainian higher education environment and a military logistics laboratory. 
In this paper, in addition to describing the artefact, its expected utility, and its design process 
within different contexts, we include the corresponding proof of concept, proof of value, and 
proof of use.
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1. Introduction

The current vision of transformation across various 
industries and fields embraces the idea of human- 
centric, resilient, and sustainable processes (Breque 
et al., 2021). Despite tremendous advances in digi-
talisation and automation (Tuunanen et al., 2019), 
human employees play the dominant role, espe-
cially in creative, strategic, and emergent decision- 
making (Jarrahi, 2018). A human-centric perspec-
tive, however, leads to more subjective decisions 
and high dependency on particular employees, 
therefore creating preconditions for the processes’ 
bottlenecks, information, and work overload 
(Matthews et al., 2019; Phillips-Wren & Adya, 
2020), thus threatening organisational resilience 
and sustainability (Raetze et al., 2021). Recent 
emergencies caused by refugee crises, global hacker 
attacks, hybrid activities, wars, COVID-19, etc. 
(Sakurai & Chughtai, 2020) have provided many 
illustrative examples of the disruption of organisa-
tional decision-making due to the human factor. 
We call this challenge “overload vs. organizational 
resilience”.

One way to increase organisational resilience and 
sustainability for human-centricity is digitalisation 
and cybernization of real-world human-driven deci-
sion environments by digital twinning, which trans-
lates assets, processes, information systems, and 

devices into digital resources (Jones et al., 2020). 
This study focuses on the digital twinning of 
human resources (HR) to reduce overload and 
achieve process resilience. Human digital twins, or 
cognitive clones in digitising human cognitive cap-
abilities (Somers et al., 2020), act as representatives 
of human actors in cyberspace. They can either (a) 
copy (simulate) both correct and incorrect (former 
and potential) decisions by the “donor” (the human 
owner), acting according to an “exact”, imperfect, 
and biased model of a particular “donor”, or (b) be 
capable of correcting potential decision-making mis-
takes of the “donor” using an automated machine 
model of a “perfect”, unbiased decision-maker). 
Option (b) has long been the goal of AI community 
studies, whereas Option (a) has not yet been studied 
enough. We intend to uncover the possibilities of 
a new class of applications of Option (a), leveraging 
the twinning of a decision maker’s mental model 
with all personal preferences, features, and biases. 
Shifting the focus of attention from the long-living 
Option (b) to the emerging Option (a) is a relatively 
new phenomenon. The shift is the recently recog-
nised need to bring humans back into the loop of 
highly automated processes’ control and the newly 
emerged opportunities due to the evident success of 
deep learning models and tools in the cognitive 
computing domain.
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Our research questions are as follows:

● How can the digital cognitive clone of a donor be 
designed to inherit the personal preferences, 
responsibilities, decision features, and biases of 
a decision-maker?

● How can the cognitive clone be applied for resili-
ent, sustainable, and human-centric organisational 
decision-making?

To achieve this, we apply design science research 
(DSR) (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al., 2007) to 
develop, demonstrate, and evaluate an information 
technology (IT) artefact (the Pi-Mind agent) cap-
able of making decisions on behalf of its human 
donor concerning the personal preferences, deci-
sion features, and biases of a particular decision- 
maker.

Previous studies have shown how cognitive clones, 
which have been created with semantic modelling and 
deep learning, can digitalise decision systems in 
Industry 4.0 (Longo et al., 2017; Terziyan et al., 
2018b). This study focuses on developing an applic-
able IT artefact suitable for various organisational and 
business processes.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We 
present how we applied DSR methodology (DSRM) 
in the research. Next, we study the context of 

digital transformation, digital twinning, and deci-
sion-making automation, formulate the design 
principles, and describe the design of the Pi-Mind 
agent. We then demonstrate and evaluate the devel-
oped artefact. Lastly, we discuss the findings and 
conclude.

2. Research methodology

To develop cognitive digital clones capable of act-
ing as decision-makers, we apply the DSRM (see, 
Figure 1). The DSRM (Peffers et al., 2007) com-
prises the following phases: identifying the pro-
blem and motivation, defining the objectives (for 
a solution), designing and developing artefact(s), 
demonstrating the solution to the problem, and 
evaluating the solution (Peffers et al., 2007). We 
adopt the DSR evaluation approach suggested by 
Venable et al. (2012) and Nunamaker et al. (2015). 
Namely, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
artefact (proof of concept), evaluate its efficiency 
(proof of value) for achieving its stated purpose, 
and identify the side effects or undesirable conse-
quences of its use for Ukrainian higher education 
(HE) and society at large (proof of use). This 
evaluation approach follows Tuunanen and 
Peffers (2018) and Nguyen et al. (2020).

Figure 1. The DSRM applied for the study, adapted from Peffers et al. (2007).
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3. Related work

The relationship between digital and physical realities 
is changing dramatically. It is not just about the emer-
gence of new scenarios in underlying process manage-
ment (Filip et al., 2017) or digital transformation in 
organisational structures and management concepts 
(Kuziemski & Misuraca, 2020). An ontological shift 
towards a “digital-first” (Ågerfalk, 2020; Baskerville 
et al., 2019) has led to a new logic of organisational 
decision-making regarding the underlying models of 
human–computer interaction.

Traditional organisational decision-making deals 
with overload in the workplace with simplified models 
of human–computer interaction. The three basic 
approaches are straightforward and represent 
a certain compromise between the two extremes: (1) 
entirely human decision-making (HR management 
approach) and (2) completely automated decision- 
making (see, Table 1).

The new decision-making logic requires clear 
interaction of the data-driven insights and the beha-
vioural drivers behind human analysts and managers 
(Li & Tuunanen, 2022; Sharma et al., 2014). The new 
logic should be “structured to be modifiable rather 
than rigidly fixed”, light touch processes, infrastruc-
turally flexible to enable the “flexibility and configur-
ability of process data flow”, and mindful actors who 
act “based on the prevailing circumstances of the 
context” (Baiyere et al., 2020, p. 3). All can be facili-
tated by the smart integration of human and machine 
intelligence. Human workforce decisions are com-
bined with those made by artificial mindful actors 
(Duan et al., 2019).

There are different views on model joint human 
and AI decision-making. Ultimately, all human-AI 
decision-making approaches can be combined into 
several potential collaborative decision-making sce-
narios: complete human-to-AI delegation, hybrid 
(human-to-AI and AI-to-human sequential decision- 
making), and aggregated human-AI decision-making 
that aggregates the decisions of a group of individuals 
(Shrestha et al., 2019). Human judgement and indivi-
dual preferences are expected to remain vital (Agrawal 
et al., 2019), especially in agile environments (Drury- 
Grogan et al., 2017). Therefore, hybrid scenarios of 
organisational decision-making based on human–AI 
symbiosis are estimated to prevail (Jarrahi, 2018). 
Human–AI symbiosis is seen as intelligence augmen-
tation in such hybrid models, demanding that AI 
extend human cognition when addressing complexity. 
By contrast, humans offer a holistic, intuitive 
approach to dealing with uncertainty and equivocality. 
As machine-prediction technology improves, complex 
decisions (besides easy-to-automate jobs) will be 
increasingly delegated to an artificial workforce 
(Bughin et al., 2018; Kolbjørnsrud et al., 2016).

Acharya et al. (2018) reported a hybrid model in 
which human operators evaluate automated advice 
based on their preferences and knowledge. Ruijten 
et al. (2018), Wang et al. (2019), and Golovianko 
et al. (2021) demonstrated that AI models are twins 
of human decision behaviour in various organisational 
processes.

Even though digital twins have already been imple-
mented, the common vision of “digital representa-
tives” is still under development (Rathore et al., 
2021). The theoretical foundation for the creation of 
digital representatives for the human owner (Pi-Mind 
agent) was 1) the concept of digital twins (Grieves, 
2019) as high-quality simulations or digital replicas of 
physical objects, and 2) cognitive/digital clones (Al 
Faruque et al., 2021; Terziyan et al., 2018b) as 
a “cloning” technology regarding the cognitive skills 
of humans.

Cognitive cloning is quickly becoming mainstream 
in today’s applied IT developments (Becue et al., 2020; 
Booyse et al., 2020; Hou et al., 2021). NTT Secure 
Platform Laboratories has defined a digital twin as an 
autonomous, agent-driven entity (Takahashi, 2020). 
Microsoft has patented the technology for creating 
digital clones (to the extent of conversational bots) 
for specific persons (Abramson & Johnson, 2020), 
and Truby and Brown (2021) discussed the ethical 
implications of “digital thought clones” for customer 
experience personalisation.

4. Design of the Pi-Mind agent

4.1. Design principles of the artefact

Attempts to simulate or automate decision-making 
always encounter some polarising opinions: what 
should one rely on when facing a decision problem: 
expertise, intuition, heuristics, biases, calculations, or 
algorithms (Kahneman & Klein, 2009)? Can human 
decision-making be improved by either helping 
a person (partial automation and augmentation) or 
replacing the decision-maker with advanced AI algo-
rithms (full autonomy)? Where should we get the deci-
sion-making procedures? Should they come from the 
direct transfer of knowledge from humans to decision- 
making systems, or the automated discovery of knowl-
edge based on observations and machine learning 
(ML)? What contexts should we foresee for decision- 
making? Should these be simple or complex, with full 
information or under uncertainty, unlimited, or limited 
resources (time, memory, etc.), and business-as-usual 
situations or crisis management? To have a personal, 
autonomous, always available, as-smart-as-a-human, 
reliable, fast, and responsible digital substitute for one-
self, it is necessary to abandon attempts to choose just 
one direction of research. After all, they are all present 
(one way or another) in the human mental model.

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 3



The main idea comprises a partial shift from 
human-driven to AI-driven decision-making sup-
ported by an IT artefact, the Pi-Mind agent, which 
enables the replacement (when needed and appropri-
ate) of a human actor (donor) at decision points with 
a personal cognitive clone (aka proactive digital twin). 
This ensures ubiquity or the involvement of 
a particular person in many processes simultaneously 
without losing the characteristics of decision-making 
(responsibility) and cognitive tension (resilience).

Thus, we formulate design principles (DPs), pre-
scriptive statements to constitute the basis of the design 
actions (Chatterjee et al., 2017), and approaches for the 
evaluation of the DPs’ implementation (see, Table 2). 
The artefact should be designed as a responsible (DP1), 
resilient (DP2), and ubiquitous (DP3) cognitive copy 
(DP0) of its donor. The primary and fundamental 
design principle is the Turing principle (DP0), which 
is inspired by the historical principle of AI – the so- 
called Turing test that examines the ability of AI to 
exhibit intelligent behaviour equivalent to or indistin-
guishable from human behaviour (Turing, 1950).

To assess the implementation of all the DPs, we 
measure the effectiveness of the artefact in terms of the 
correspondence between a clone and donor; we also 
measure efficiency in terms of the benefits gained from 
replacing the human decision-maker with AI.

Several metrics of the correspondence between 
a clone and the donor allow evaluation of the quality 
of the implementation of DP0-DP2. Considering the 
decision evaluation as a binary classification problem 
(with two possible output classes: “correct decision” 
and “incorrect decision”), we apply the F1-score as 
a metric of decision accuracy. The F1 score is 

a widely used metric for model performance in both 
AI and management, making it universal and applic-
able to all our cases.

Efficiency indicates user utilities; thus, it can be 
interpreted and measured using several metrics. We 
consider the challenge of overload versus organisa-
tional resilience to be the main benefit of utilising 
the Pi-Mind agent. The clone enables the participation 
of a human in various processes simultaneously 
(DP3). The donor saves time by delegating part of 
the work to the clone. Therefore, we use the following 
efficiency metrics: timesaving per transaction and the 
number of processes in which a clone participates 
simultaneously.

4.2. Twinning decision behaviour

The Pi-Mind agent is an intelligent model for ubiqui-
tous decision-making based on the digital twinning of 
human decision behaviour. A specific instance of the Pi- 
Mind agent is a digitally shared proactive copy of 
a particular person’s decision system in terms of deci-
sion schemes and preferences that depend on specific 
tasks, domains, and contexts. Digital decision-specific 
knowledge is stored as interrelated semantic resources 
in a set of ontologies. Personal preferences are defined as 
a unique set of decision criteria formalised with various 
information models, such as mathematical models (e.g., 
neural networks and decision trees), detailed specifica-
tions (algorithms), or explicit scoring (judgement) sys-
tems based on customised sets of values.

To provide a new instance of the Pi-Mind agent 
with knowledge, we extract decision-specific knowl-
edge from the human donor, annotate it in terms of 

Table 1. Existing solutions for decision-making in organisations.
Approach Disadvantages Advantages

HR management The organisation development (Cummings & Worley, 2014), the 
change management (Hayes, 2018), and the business process 
management (Jeston & Nelis, 2014) consider this problem in 
the context of organisations, here being their hierarchical 
structures with the top-down coordination and procedural 
actors. This context does not cover the logic of peer-to-peer 
networking workflows typical of virtual collaboration 
(Lechner & Hummel, 2002).

Human decision-making is still considered the “gold standard”: 
people can explain the reasons behind their 
recommendations and take responsibility for their decisions 
(Miller, 2019).

Decision support 
systems (DSS)

DSS can reduce the workload by empowering people and 
helping report, analyse, and interpret data rather than 
executing business decisions. However, the use of DSS has its 
limitations. It can even increase the workload because of 
fragmentation of workflows, excessive/unimportant alerts, 
dependence on the technological proficiency of users, the 
need for permanent maintenance, the operational impact of 
poor data quality and information incorrectness, and 
interoperability issues (Sutton et al., 2020).

DSS increases resilience in the workplace or the ability to cope 
with and adapt to new situations (Hartmann et al., 2019) by 
distributing the complex decision-making process between 
the information system, taking over routine and complex but 
automated operations. Thus, leaving the person with duties 
depends on the cognitive style and approach to problem- 
solving of the decision-maker (Sprague, 1980). Recently, DSS 
have been taking on more and more human tasks, for 
example, web-based group DSS (Carneiro et al., 2019), and 
cognitive DSS (Lai et al., 2020).

Automated 
decision- 
making systems 
(ADMS)

Substituting a human decision-maker with ADMS, which can 
produce a decision or a recommendation, eliminates the 
disadvantages of DSS. It can also increase workloads and 
stress in the workplace because of additional problems 
related to expert knowledge extraction and formalisation, 
limited opportunities to become an expert, legal implications, 
and so forth (Harris & Davenport, 2005).

The use of ADMS creates ubiquity “as an ongoing relationship 
between the individual and the technological possibilities 
offered to this individual” (Sоrensen, 2010, p. 6), everywhere, 
anywhere, at any time, in our location and context 
(Greenfield, 2010) – the employee gets the opportunity to 
stay in the loop without being overwhelmed.

4 M. GOLOVIANKO ET AL.



decision ontologies, and store it in the corresponding 
knowledge base. Suppose that the decision behaviour 
can be explicitly explained. In that case, this task is 
reduced to configuring the most accurate mathemati-
cal decision-making model (identifying the correct 
type of model, the appropriate parameters, and the 
relationships between them). The general laws, prin-
ciples, and rules are rigidly fixed in this case.

The basic model is shared among all decision- 
makers and functions as the basis for making deci-
sions. However, the final decisions are unique 
because each decision-maker customises and perso-
nalises the model by setting up the preferences (con-
sciously assigned values for the parameters) within 
it. With this approach, the digitised human is 
a carrier of a vector of values for the model para-
meters. Decisions made according to this method 
are explainable because the essence of each para-
meter and its comparative value can be understood. 
This approach is well established in DSS, formalising 
human (or group) multi-criteria decision behaviour 
in business-as-usual situations.

However, this approach encounters problems if 
the situation ceases to be ordinary. When decision- 
makers leave their comfort zones because of fuzzi-
ness, uncertainty, or a lack of information, the 
previously fixed model becomes irrelevant. In this 
situation, humans are still capable of making deci-
sions; however, they unconsciously use hidden per-
sonal biases, heuristics, and intuition. It is difficult 
for a person to explain their decisions in this situa-
tion. Therefore, a different technology for extract-
ing knowledge is needed.

This approach assumes the model (the architecture 
and parameters) to be self-configurable when observing 
the human donor’s decision behaviour. The outcomes 
of this model cannot be explained by analysing its 
parameters, because the values for these parameters 
are not provided by donors but by artificial 

(computational) intelligence when simulating human 
behaviour. In this approach, the information system 
can be trained to make personalised decisions in var-
ious situations, simulating concrete human decision- 
maker behaviour.

We use both fundamental AI approaches to extract 
expert knowledge (see, Figure 2).

In the first facet shown in Figure 2, the top-down 
(“symbolic”) approach, which is based on semantic 
annotation, experts specify and explicitly conceptua-
lise how they evaluate alternatives and choose 
a solution. In the second facet, the bottom-up 
approach, computational intelligence enables learn-
ing decision-specific knowledge from observation for 
more intuitive decision practices and weakly forma-
lised problems. The third facet enables the auto-
nomic behaviour of the Pi-Mind, exhibiting 
proactivity and the abilities of situation- and self- 
awareness and self-management. These are consid-
ered important components of future strong AI, 
artificial general intelligence, and super-intelligence 
and are mainly associated with the development of 
reinforcement learning techniques (Silver et al., 
2021).

4.3. Creating cognitive clones as AI agents

Agent-based models drive the autonomic (the third AI 
facet in Figure 2) and proactive behaviour of the 
clones as ubiquitous activity within decision environ-
ments (DP3). During the technology’s life cycle, the 
Pi-Mind agent “lives” in two types of modes almost 
synchronously. In the “operational” mode, the clone 
addresses different decision-making tasks (jobs). In 
the “university” mode, the agent develops its cognitive 
capabilities for better performance, aiming to adapt its 
behaviour continuously to new challenges, contexts, 
and tasks. Within such an environment, the Pi-Mind 
agent learns the following:

Table 2. Pi-Mind agent design principles.
Label Name Description Evaluation approach

DP0 Turing 
principle

There is a minimal deviation of a clone’s cognitive behaviour 
from the behaviour of its donor in similar or identical 
situations. It ensures that a human is at the centre of 
decision-making (Shneiderman, 2020).

The precision of the imitation: The inverse of a measured 
difference between the decisions made by the clone and the 
donor over the same inputs (minimal difference – maximal 
precision).

DP1 Responsibility A clone acts as a representative of a human donor, inheriting 
her personal behavioural characteristics to take over specific 
responsibilities. 
This identical behaviour ensures that a clone acts as 
responsibly as its donor. Thus, a donor remains morally and 
legally responsible for decisions.

The percentage of responsibilities (decision-making duties) 
delegated to a clone by its donor.

DP2 Resiliency A clone can address the capabilities (with personal specifics) of 
a donor to handle challenging situations (emergencies, 
attacks, etc.) reactively and proactively.

The precision of the imitation: The inverse of a measured 
difference between the decisions made by the clone and the 
donor over the same inputs in an emergency context (new, 
challenging, confusing, stressful, etc. situations) (minimal 
difference – maximal precision).

DP3 Ubiquity A clone enables the digital involvement of a particular person 
in many processes simultaneously.

The number of persons/hours saved because of synchronous 
and efficient use of the clone within several processes 
(parallelisation). This value will grow with the number of 
synchronously running processes.

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 5



(1) Understanding and using the personal decision 
preferences and values of its human donors and 
choosing the most appropriate solution among 
alternatives in business-as-usual processes.

(2) Applying known decision models to different 
but related problems with transfer learning.

(3) Obtaining critical decision-making experience 
and preparing for new, difficult tasks, complex 
contexts, and disruptions from continuous 
retraining in adversarial settings.

(4) Training the AI immunity (Castro et al., 2002) 
against cognitive attacks (Biggio & Roli, 2018). 
Such attacks threaten an agent’s intelligence 
capabilities by breaking ML models with speci-
fically crafted adversarial inputs.

Unlike simulators with embedded typical beha-
viour patterns, the Pi-Mind agent acquires the 
ability to learn and proactively exhibits the 
unique decision-making behaviour of 
a particular person (donor). A simple formula 
connecting all three ideas with the concepts in 
Figure 2 is as follows: 

Pi � MindAgent cognitivecloneofahuman � as � a � decisionmakerð Þ¼

¼ DigitalTwin
SYMBOLIC þ STATISTICAL AI �
DRIVENpersonalized; learnablemodelsof
humancognitiveskills

0

B
@

1

C
Aþ

þSmartResource

SELF � MANAGED AI �
DRIVENgenericmodelofdigital
consciousness : autonomy; proactivity;
self � awareness; andself � management

0

B
B
B
@

1

C
C
C
A
:

Figure 2. Three facets of the Pi-Mind agent.
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Here, we use a pragmatic notion of “consciousness”, 
which supports the concept of the Pi-Mind agent. 
According to our definition, consciousness (for 
a human or for an AI agent) includes (a) self- 
awareness – understanding the boundary between every-
thing within the accessible “me” and the accessible “the 
rest of the world” and (b) self-management, which is an 
autonomic, proactive activity for keeping the balance 
between these two. The “balance” means the following: 
(a) for a human, sustainable opportunity to complete the 
personal mission statement, and (b) for an AI agent, 
sustainable opportunity to complete its design objectives.

This extension of the digital twin concept also 
influences the distribution of responsibilities among 
the relevant players. The players are as follows: the 
donor (the object for twinning), the designer (the 
subject performing twinning), the clone (the outcome 
of twinning), and the user (the user of the designed 
clone). Consider the case when the clone is a simple 
digital twin of some donor. In this case, the user takes 
remote control of the clone. If some severe fault hap-
pens in use, the responsibility will be divided between 
the user (for possible incorrectness in control) and in 
the designer (when the clone is not functioning 
according to the agreed-upon specification). 
Consider the case when Pi-Mind drives the clone of 
a donor. In this case, the designer and donor are the 
same person; the clone works (behaves and decides) 
proactively, following the donor’s decision and self- 
management logic. Therefore, here, the user will not 
be responsible for the potential problems, and the 
responsibility will be entirely on the side of the 
clone – that is, the donor and/or designer. The differ-
ence between these two scenarios is another reason for 
using the term “responsible cognitive clones” when 
discussing Pi-Mind agents.

This property allows us to talk about “soft substitu-
tion” that preserves jobs. The clone does not push the 
donor out of the workplace but instead strengthens the 
donor’s capabilities, allowing simultaneous virtual 
participation in several processes (DP3). This creates 
an understudy for emergencies and a sparring partner 
for coevolution.

4.4. Clone’s cognitive development by ML

The training environment for Pi-Mind agents is built 
to ensure the implementation of the declared design 
principles (Table 2), namely DP0 (Turing principle or 
the minimal donor-clone deviation), DP1 (transfer of 
specific responsibilities to the agent), and DP2 (resi-
liency or ability to act both reactively and proactively):

(1) A Pi-Mind agent learns to act as a smart cog-
nitive system capable of creativity, cognition, 
and computing in real-world settings, where it 
is impossible to predict future tasks and 

problems. The agent should observe new reali-
ties and be capable of generating new alterna-
tives and parameters. Therefore, an agent’s 
cognitive capabilities are developed primarily 
through adversarial learning using variations 
and enhancements of the generative adversarial 
network (GAN) architecture (Goodfellow et al., 
2014).

(2) A Pi-Mind agent must react similarly to the 
target (human) donor. We suggest updating 
the basic GAN architecture by finding a place 
for the donor (human) component. We call this 
mix (agent + donor) the “Turing discriminator” 
(TD), and all the GAN architectures that are 
included in this mix will have the letter “T” in 
their acronym. A direct extension of the basic 
GAN is called the T-GAN.

(3) A Pi-Mind agent is required to operate not only 
as a binary classifier (“real” or “fake”), as the 
basic GAN does, but can also address the com-
plete decision options spectrum (class labels 
and fake detection). To achieve this, we use 
some architectural features from SGAN 
(Odena, 2016), which is an extension of 
a generic GAN architecture with classification 
capability. Classification is a kind of decision- 
making problem that involves choosing 
a particular class label from those available. 
Behaviour is also a decision-making problem 
of choosing a specific action from the available 
ones.

(4) A Pi-Mind agent is trained in different contexts 
to make decisions similar to those of its donor. 
This means that the agent will learn not only 
one but several decision models personalised in 
different contexts, including critical decision- 
making. We add the letter “C” to the acronym 
of such context-aware GAN architectures; for 
example, the direct extension of the basic GAN 
will be named C-GAN (not to be confused with 
CGAN, which is the conditional GAN).

The aggregation of these requirements forms a target 
adversarial architecture for training Pi-Mind agents 
(clones): T|C-SGAN (see, Figure 3).

T|C-SGAN includes a TD with different semantics 
than a traditional GAN discriminator. The TD is 
a small collective intelligence team consisting of 
a “human” (H) and a trainable digital “clone” (C). 
The TD gets the input samples from the reality sam-
ples set and is expected to guess the correct decision 
(class or action label). Additional inputs come in the 
form of a specific context label, which means that the 
correct decision derived by the TD must also be appro-
priate for the given context. H and C (independent of 
each other) suggest their decisions (correct labels) for 
the input. The decisions are compared, and the 
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numeric evaluation of the mismatch is computed. This 
mismatch is used as feedback (loss function value) for 
the neural network model of C, and the network 
parameters are updated, aiming for better perfor-
mance next time. Thus, this procedure comprises 
supervised context-aware (backpropagation-driven) 
learning by C, where the clone is trained to guess the 
decisions made by its donor in similar situations and 
contexts as precisely as possible.

4.5. Proactivity training with adversarial ML

A more challenging case occurs when the information 
system is trained in adversarial or conflicting interac-
tions to copy human decision-making behaviour in 
complex emergencies. Observing the donor, the infor-
mation system captures and configures the donor’s 
hidden critical decision-making model. We consider 
the concrete (but hidden) heuristics and biases people 
use to make personal judgements or choices in cases of 
ignorance or uncertainty (Tversky & Kahneman, 
1974). Cognitive clones must capture personal speci-
fics while learning from donors. This type of learning 
is based on adversarial ML (Bai et al., 2021; Kumar 
et al., 2020; Kurakin et al., 2016), in which situations 
with maximum ignorance and uncertainty are gener-
ated and addressed synchronously by humans and 
clones. Using this principle of (inexplicable) knowl-
edge extraction, even in complex adversarial condi-
tions, the information system copies an individual 
model of the donor’s behaviour without understand-
ing and explaining its parameters.

The GAN philosophy requires that the training 
process be executed in adversarial conditions, assum-
ing that a challenging training environment facilitates 
attaining the intended learning outcomes. Therefore, 
the “generator” (G) adds an adversary component to 
the architecture. G constantly challenges the TD 
(H + C team) by aiming to generate input samples 
similar to those from the reality samples set to confuse 
the TD. The goal of G is to maximise the mismatch or 
difference between the H and C reactions. The H and 
C teams are expected to synchronously address the 
inputs (classify) and uncover fake inputs. G is also 
a trainable and neural network-driven component. If 
G’s content cannot confuse the TD, then G receives 
feedback (as the loss function value), and the para-
meters of G will be updated accordingly. With time, 
G improves its adversarial performance. This “game” 
(TD vs. G) drives the process of the coevolution of TD 
and G towards perfection in their competing objec-
tives. Improvement of the TD implies that C learns 
how to make the same decisions as H (possibly even 
incorrect ones) in the same situation and the same 
context and while under pressure (if there are any). 
This training ensures the Turing principle of minimal 
donor-clone deviation for business-as-usual and criti-
cal decisions.

The quality of the resulting artefacts regarding their 
fit with the declared DPs could be assessed according 
to the metrics used in ML, as shown in Table 2. 
However, one crucial advantage of ML is the possibi-
lity of applying quality assurance along with quality 
assessment. Design quality assurance requires corre-
spondence between the artefact itself and the declared 

Figure 3. Pi-Mind technology-based T|C-SGAN adversarial architecture for transferring decision-making skills from a human to 
a digital clone.
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principles. The additional requirement concerns 
designing the artefact to enable the production of the 
artefact with the declared principles when any noticed 
deviation of the process from the intended one is self- 
corrected according to the feedback from real-time 
process monitoring.

More specifically, the feedback provided by neural 
networks during the training process is a value of the 
so-called loss function. The process of self-correction 
based on feedback is called backpropagation (Amari, 
1993). Neural network training environments and 
algorithms ensure self-design and self-evaluation 
with these instruments. It is important to note that 
the TD provides two feedback loops: one to the clone 
being trained and one to the G, which plays the role of 
a challenger in the training process (see, Figure 3). 
Regarding the first feedback loop, the TD in the archi-
tecture plays the role of a digital measuring device to 
monitor the fitness of the current design iteration to 
DP0 (minimal donor-clone deviation). At each itera-
tion of the cloning process, the TD outputs the value of 
a loss function (quality assurance measure regarding 
DP0), which is a precise assessment of the deviation 
and is used as feedback for both TD and G via back-
propagation. The cloning (particularly clone training) 
process stops when the loss function tends to zero, 
meaning that DP0 is satisfied.

Regarding the second feedback loop, the TD in the 
architecture plays the role of a digital measuring 
device to check the fitness of the current design itera-
tion to the DP2 design principle (resiliency or the 
capability of a clone to adapt or recover being under 
pressure of complex, challenging situations or adver-
sarial attacks). The organisation of the corresponding 
GAN architecture guarantees that G improves its per-
formance in generating challenging (adversarial) 
inputs to the TD at each iteration of the cloning 
process. Therefore, the feedback (loss function 
value), which G gets, actually evaluates the quality of 
the challenge for the TD, and (because the clone learns 
synchronously to address the challenge), this feedback 
can be used to ensure the quality of DP2. This is 
because the TD is learning to adapt to potentially the 
most challenging inputs and – by doing this – per-
forms as a resilient decision-maker.

Finally, the donor (a human being cloned) in the 
architecture also receives some feedback (a kind of 
reward or punishment) from the environment as 
a response to the decisions she has made, and this 
feedback reinforces the human’s ability to change 
(adapt or upgrade) from some hidden model that 
drives her choices. This evolution indicates how ser-
iously the person takes personal responsibility for 
their own decisions. Personal responsibility is challen-
ging to measure directly from a human perspective. 
However, suppose we undertake lifelong retraining of 
the clone (Crowder et al., 2020) according to the 

architecture shown in Figure 3. In that case, the 
clone will coevolve with its donor and perform with 
the same level of responsibility. Therefore, the sug-
gested GAN architecture will also guarantee the fitness 
of the design process to the principle of DP1 (respon-
sibility). Finally, the clone (as a trained neural net-
work) can be easily copied and used as an autonomic 
decision-maker within several processes where the 
same decision task is required. Consequently, the aver-
age number of synchronously running clones from the 
same donor could be used to measure ubiquity (DP3).

4.6. An example of cognitive cloning

Let us assume that we want to train the clone to make 
the same decisions as the donor when facing the same 
decision problems within the same decision context in 
the future. Figure 4(a) illustrates a simple explicit 
donor–clone knowledge transfer case. Here, we have 
a two-dimensional decision space, meaning that each 
decision task is defined by two parameters (x, y). We 
also have two different decision options (“YES” 
or “NO”).

In Figure 4(a), the donor is supposed to know the 
rules for addressing particular types of decision cases. 
Each rule is a kind of formal definition of the bounded 
subspaces within the decision space, corresponding to 
each decision option (the area of “YES” decisions and 
the area of “NO” decisions in the figure). Given the 
parameters (coordinates) of the decision task (a point 
within the multidimensional decision space), the 
donor applies the rules to locate the point within one 
of the decision subspaces (decision options) to make 
the corresponding decision. Even for popular decision 
problems, each donor may have specifics in their deci-
sion boundaries, meaning that different donors may 
make different decisions in some cases. Therefore, 
knowing the explicit definitions of the decision 
boundaries (decision rules) allows the donor to design 
the clone top-down via explicit personal decision skill 
transfer.

Humans may not always know exactly how and 
why they make certain decisions. To capture hidden 
decision skills, one needs to “interview” the target 
donor on many decision cases and collect the chosen 
options for each case. The collected samples can then 
be used as training data for various computational 
intelligence techniques, drawing the decision bound-
aries and capturing the rules for designing the clone in 
a bottom-up (ML-driven) way. This option is illu-
strated in Figure 4(b). Here, based on several cases of 
“YES” and “NO” decisions, some ML algorithms draw 
the decision boundary (the separation curve between 
the “YES” and “NO” decision subspaces). After this, 
new decision-making cases can be addressed accord-
ingly. This method of cloning entails a kind of super-
vised learning, wherein the donor labels the set of 
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decision cases with the chosen decision option, and 
the clone learns based on this set (by guessing the 
hidden decision boundary that the donor uses when 
making decisions).

Such supervised ML depends heavily on the 
training data. Let us assume that the actual (but 
hidden) decision boundary for a particular donor is 
the line shown in Figure 4(a). However, some ML 
algorithms (e.g., neural network backpropagation 
learning) draw the curve as the decision boundary 
based on the labelled data, as shown in Figure 4(b). 
The donor will continue to make further decisions 
with different boundaries from the clone. As shown 
in Figure 4(c), the difference between actual and 
guessed decision boundaries creates some 

divergence areas within the decision space; if they 
happen to belong to these areas, all the decision 
tasks will be addressed differently by the donor and 
clone. To minimise discrepancies between the 
donor’s and clone’s opinions, we have to provide 
the clone with better training data. We used GANs 
for this purpose because they are capable of dis-
covering (within the real-time training process) 
divergence areas and generating new (corner) 
cases (to be labelled by the donor) from these 
areas. This type of (adversarial) training, as illu-
strated in Figure 4(c), facilitates the learning of 
precise decision boundaries and makes the clone 
capable of making almost the same decisions as 
the donor would.

Figure 4. Challenges regarding cognitive cloning: a) explicit (donor to clone) knowledge transfer (e.g., as a set of decision rules); b) 
machine learning-driven training of the clone (donor labels the particular decision contexts, and the clone learns the boundaries 
between different decision options by discovering the hidden decision rules of the donor); c) adversarial learning (driven by GANs) 
helps facilitate the training process in b) by discovering the corner cases for challenging decisions, hence making the clone’s 
decision boundaries and rules closer to the donor’s; d) discovering and making explicit the contexts that influence the donor’s 
decision boundaries and rules and training the clone specifically for all such contexts; e) integrating both explicit and learned 
decision knowledge into different decision tasks and decision contexts under the umbrella of personal decision ontology, which 
will be used by the Pi-Mind agent when acting as a clone of a particular human donor.
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Humans often make decisions differently in differ-
ent contexts. Consequently, if the clone learns the 
donor’s decision logic (appropriate decision bound-
aries and corresponding decision rules) in one con-
text, this will not mean that the same logic would work 
in another context for the same set of decision tasks. 
Figure 4(d) illustrates the context-dependent decision 
boundaries and the appropriate (meta-) rules. When 
a particular decision context is known, the particular 
decision boundary (and hence the corresponding deci-
sion rules) becomes valid (according to explicitly 
defined meta-rules) and will be used for further deci-
sions. In the most complicated cases, the cloning chal-
lenge would mean that both the hidden decision rules 
and hidden context meta-rules of the donor must be 
learned bottom-up using adversarial, context-aware, 
GAN-driven techniques, as we described earlier and 
illustrated in Figure 3.

All these decision-making skills, which the 
intended clone either gets explicitly from the donor 
or learns by observing the donor’s decisions for dif-
ferent decision problems and contexts, must be inte-
grated as an interconnected set of capabilities 
controlled by the Pi-Mind agent. This content (the 
taxonomies and semantic graphs of acquired or 
learned decision problems, parameters, options, con-
texts, boundaries, rules, and meta-rules that character-
ise the decision-making specifics of the donor) is 
constructed automatically under the umbrella of the 
personal decision ontology, as shown in Figure 4(e). 
Semantic (machine-processable) representation on the 
top of decision models allows for automated proces-
sing (by the Pi-Mind agent-driven clone), seamless 
integration of available decision-making knowledge 
and skills, openness to lifelong learning of new knowl-
edge and skills (via continuous observation of the 
donor), and communication and coordination 
between intelligent agents.

5. Demonstration and evaluation of the 
Pi-Mind agent

5.1. The specifics of the Pi-Mind demonstration 
and evaluation

Appropriate conditions must be met to use a Pi- 
Mind agent (a virtual ecosystem with support for 
all Pi-Mind options). Therefore, launching a fully 
functional version without preliminary testing of 
the individual components and tools is too compli-
cated, expensive, and risky. We approached the 
solution to this problem as follows: 1) through 
diversification with a pilot launch of the Pi-Mind 
technology in different procedures (we provides 
examples called the NATO case, NURE case, and 
HE case); 2) by leveraging the ecosystems of their 
previous projects; and 3) by using the minimum 

viable product (MVP) (Nguyen-Duc, 2020) 
approach, not only for development but also to 
demonstrate the value of the agents (different Pi- 
Mind options were selected as MVPs). We also 
used the opportunity to “play” in different contexts:

● Complex contexts (e.g., in security systems) are 
of special interest because of their difficult and 
ambiguous tasks, but they also carry significant 
risks and require enormous resources. We used 
field testing at a local scale to achieve validation 
through repeatability (using the test-retest relia-
bility as an indicator of the same-tests – same- 
results similarity.

● Contexts with simple tasks without excessive 
risks are also interesting because they make it 
possible to validate the scalability of 
a concept.

The NATO case is in the security systems domain (a 
real laboratory with a real system, real users, and simu-
lated problems). Complex implicit knowledge transfer 
based on continuous adversarial learning cannot be 
checked in a social environment. The requirement of 
large, well-formed, validated datasets for comprehen-
sive training and badly formalised decision processes 
forced us to turn to the ongoing project funded by 
NATO Science for Peace and Security (NATO SPS; 
http://recode.bg/natog5511; Terziyan et al., 2018a). 
We aimed to prove that Pi-Mind agents could be 
trained to enhance civil and military security infrastruc-
tures and to take over control of certain operations on 
behalf of security officers. The agents “observed” the 
interroll cassette conveyor, which is an analogue of 
those used in airports for distributing and inspecting 
luggage. Their task was to prevent any potential danger 
caused by cassette loads on the conveyor by applying 
expert donors’ judgement and expertise. Two types of 
decision processing contexts based on image recogni-
tion were tested: in the business-as-usual environment 
and in adversarial conditions (DP2), which would cause 
disruptions to the critical infrastructure. A detailed 
description of the previous and current experiments is 
available in Golovianko et al.’s (2021) study.

Although the human decision-makers showed 
better performance in threat recognition, the experi-
ments’ results are promising because of the high 
accuracy of the artificial predictions and (even bet-
ter) high human-clone correlation regarding the 
decisions. Experiments with different adversarial 
conditions showed that artificial and human workers 
tended to misclassify threatening objects in adver-
sarial settings. However, the agents can be trained to 
develop a new capability – an artificial cognitive 
immunity – which can help improve the accuracy 
of human donors’ evaluations by giving artificial 
advice.
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The NURE case is used in the real business pro-
cesses of organisations, with real users, problems, and 
information systems. The education domain provides 
an opportunity to demonstrate the Pi-Mind agent in 
a social environment with many users in simple con-
texts. Some of the quality assurance (QA) processes at 
Ukrainian universities were executed through the 
TRUST Portal (http://portal.dovira.eu), an academic 
social media and process management platform (see, 
Figure 5) with ontology-based information storage 
and inference mechanisms on top (Terziyan et al., 
2015).

To introduce Pi-Mind agents into the portal, we 
transferred explicit knowledge from the donors to 
the Pi-Mind agents to implement a basic decision- 
making procedure when choices were made based 
on a comparative numeric evaluation (ranking) of 
the registered or available options. The core of 
this procedure is a personal system of values 
(PSV) consisting of parameters for the evaluation 
function in personalised decision-making. 
Combined with agent technologies and implemen-
ted in the semantic environment, a PSV can 
become a proactive entity capable of accessing 
digitised information, operating automatically as 
a personal clone, and participating in collective 
decision-making.

Over the past few years, the Pi-Mind agent has been 
used as a decision-making tool on the portal. As the 
most active user, Kharkiv National University of Radio 

Electronics (NURE) – the leading Ukrainian IT uni-
versity – was the first to implement this technology in 
its business processes (see, Table 3).

Next, we present the evaluation of the Pi-Mind 
agent, showing that the use of the agent meets the 
following goals: 1) effectiveness, given its improved 
decision accuracy (proof of concept), and 2) efficiency, 
given the decreased time for decision-making (proof 
of value) and the digital transformations in decision- 
making in HE (proof of use).

5.2. Proof of concept: increasing the accuracy of 
decisions

In the “employee motivation” in the NURE case 
(administrative decision-making, see, Table 3), to dis-
tribute bonuses among academic staff, the rector – an 
authorised decision-maker – annually analyzes the 
achievements of each employee for a certain period. 
Based on this analysis, the rector either increases the 
employee’s monetary bonus (for good results regard-
ing certain objectives) or reduces the bonus (for 
decreased efficiency). The application of Pi-Mind 
agents significantly changed the parameters of this 
procedure (see, Tables 4 and 5).

The co-focusing of the bonus objectives (multi-
dimensional vector) and actual employee develop-
ment vector determines the utility of the decision. 
The effectiveness of the decision (or the accuracy) 
is assessed following the assessment practices used 

Figure 5. TRUST Portal, http://portal.dovira.eu.
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in a binary classification (Tharwat, 2021), and it is 
evaluated based on a confusion matrix and mea-
sured through the F1-score, a metric for model 
performance that combines precision and recall 
(see, Table 6).

Thus, using the Pi-Mind agent also increased 
resilience in the rector’s workplace: accidental and 
deliberate errors arising from information over-
load, lack of time, or the malicious influence of 
outside forces on the decision-making process 
were excluded. Neither advocates nor opponents 
of the new procedure supported by the Pi-Mind 
agent could reproach the rector with the claim of 
biased or non-transparent distribution of the 
bonuses.

In the other example in the NURE case, 
“extreme resource reconfiguration” (see, Table 3), 
the announcement of the COVID-19 quarantine 
required the university to make an urgent transi-
tion to crisis management mode and reconfigure 
resources for the on/off-line processes accordingly. 
Although the university rector was not available at 
that moment due to a business trip, the university 
administration quickly managed to get the rector’s 
opinion on the reallocation of resources from his 
digital clone (proactive PSV). Although this clone 
was created for other business processes, it 
reflected his administrative preferences. With the 
help of the Pi-Mind agent, the university managed 
to restructure and adapt its processes completely 

Table 3. Evaluation of the Pi-Mind agent at NURE.
Type of 
proof

Proof of concept 
(Business as usual)

Proof of concept 
(Crisis management)

Proof of value 
(Business as usual)

Decision 
problem

Administrative 
decision-making

Provoked by COVID Participative 
decision-making

Type of 
problem

Employee motivation Extreme resource reconfiguration Recruitment

Procedure Distribution of bonuses among academic staff: 
Practices of various manipulations with the 
lists of applicants for the award are replaced 
by generation and publicising the applicants’ 
rankings based on actual achievements 
proactively assessed by the rector’s PSV 
(launched in 2017)

Redistribution of resources without the direct 
involvement of the decision-maker: 
Personal participation of the decision- 
maker is replaced by the clone, which is 
capable of suggesting a resource allocation 
structure among the real and distant 
processes based on the PSV 
(launched in 2020)

Job candidate selection: 
Meetings of a hiring selection committee 
are replaced by an automated “vote” as an 
aggregation of ranking lists (proactive 
assessments of the applicants’ 
achievements by the PSVs of each board 
member) 
(launched in 2019)

Number of 
use 
cycles

3 completed cycles 
1 in the process

1 completed cycle 1 completed cycle

Donor(s) University rector University rector in restricted conditions for 
personal decision-making

Members of the academic council (at the 
faculty level)

The number 
of clones 
involved

3 
Rector’s Pi-Mind-2017 
Rector’s Pi-Mind-2018 
Rector’s Pi-Mind-2019

1 
Rector’s Pi-Mind-2019 (for business as 
usual), which was available “at hand” and 
had suitable criteria

23 
23 Pi-Minds of academic council members

People 
involved 
in clone- 
driven 
processes

367 (1st cycle) 
428 (2nd cycle) 
501 (3rd cycle)

2,118 
(all university personnel)

18 
(job candidates)

Impact Higher responsibility Higher resilience Higher ubiquity
Benefit (i) Improving the accuracy of decisions 

(ii) Activation of personnel interest
Improving the accuracy of decisions made Decreasing the decision time

Evaluation 
(main 
metrics)

(i) F1-score: 
0.49 (before) 
0.96 (after) 

(ii) Site traffic growth: 3–5 times

F1-score 0.95 More than 1,500 human hours per year (for 
the whole university)

Table 4. Results of the decisions regarding the distribution of bonuses among academic staff before using the Pi-Mind agents.
Parameters Award Committee data Portal data (rankings) 2016

Total population Awarded staff members 467
True positive Award increased Ranking score increased 105
False positive Award increased Ranking score decreased 195
False negative Award decreased Ranking score increased 27
True negative Award decreased Ranking score decreased 140
Predicted condition 

positive
All with an increased award х 300

Predicted condition 
negative

All with decreased award х 167

Condition positive х All with an increased ranking score 132
Condition negative х All with a decreased ranking score 335
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to a remote mode in all the activity areas and was 
able to do so within three working days. This case 
demonstrates that the ubiquitous Pi-Mind agent 
can involve HR, even when the employee is tem-
porarily unavailable. This reduces the risk of inter-
ruptions in the workflow (especially in critical 
circumstances). The Pi-Mind agent protects 
employees from losing their jobs in the case of 
temporary unavailability.

The accuracy of the decisions supported by the 
Pi-Mind agent during the COVID-19 crisis was 
assessed by comparing the regulatory documents 
adopted (cancelled or changed) during the transi-
tion process (Table 7). Between March 12 and 16, 
2020 (three working days), 20 orders were 
approved, and an additional 31 official instruc-
tions were released regarding the transfer of the 
university processes to a remote work mode. One 
order was later cancelled, and two orders were 
changed. Supplements were issued regarding one 
order and one instruction. Seven drafts remained 
unapproved.

5.3. Proof of value: decreasing the time needed 
for decision-making

Our third example in the NURE case (“recruitment”; 
see, Table 3) shows that using a Pi-Mind agent 
improves the system’s efficiency with the organisation’s 
resources. The decisive (voting) stage of the “job can-
didates’ selection” procedure includes a meeting of the 
hiring selection committee, wherein members of the 
academic council are familiarised with summaries of 
the processed documents for each candidate. A private 
vote then takes place at the academic council meeting. 
A Pi-Mind agent launched at this decision-making 
point duplicates the HR (i.e., the voter is only 
a professional expert) and is not subject to being influ-
enced by the situation (like a vulnerable human voter). 
Such a decision becomes explainable and reviewable, 
and, accordingly, responsible. Another benefit is that 
such decision-making requires significantly less time. 
The former procedure required at least 10 minutes to 
review each candidate. Involvement of the Pi-Mind 
agents minimises the time spent searching for an 

Table 5. Results of decisions for the distribution of bonuses among academic staff after using Pi-Mind agents.
Parameters Ranking-Based Awards Data of Appeal Committee 2017 2018

Total population Awarded staff members 367 428
True positive Rank increased. Award increased х 171 228
False-positive Award increased. The increase was later cancelled because of 

appeals
Rank decreased because of incorrect data (social 

verification)
12 15

False-negative Award decreased. The decrease was later cancelled because of 
appeals

Rank increased because of additional data (previously 
unseen)

9 4

True negative Rank decreased 
Award decreased

х 175 181

Predicted 
condition 
positive

All with increased awards (based on ranking) х 183 243

Predicted 
condition 
negative

All with decreased awards (based on ranking) х 184 185

Condition 
positive

х All whose recorded achievements were evidently 
increased

180 232

Condition 
negative

х All whose recorded achievements were evidently 
decreased

187 196

Table 6. Assessment of the decisions for the distribution of bonuses among academic staff.

Parameters Parameter value

2016 2017 2018

After Before

Sensitivity True positive/Condition positive 0.8 0.95 0.98
Miss rate False negative/Condition positive 0.2 0.05 0.02
Probability 

of false alarm
False-positive/Condition negative 0.58 0.06 0.08

Selectivity True negative/Condition negative 0.42 0.94 0.92
Prevalence Condition positive/Total population 0.28 0.49 0.54
Precision True positive/Predicted condition positive 0.35 0.93 0.94
False 

omission rate
False negative/Predicted condition negative 0.16 0.05 0.02

Accuracy (True positive + True negative)/Total population 0.52 0.94 0.96
False discovery 

rate
False-positive/Predicted condition positive 0.65 0.07 0.06

Negative predictive value True negative/Predicted condition negative 0.84 0.95 0.98
Positive likelihood ratio Sensitivity/Probability 

of false alarm
1.37 14.8 12.84

Negative likelihood ratio Miss rate/Selectivity 0.49 0.05 0.02
Diagnostic odds ratio Positive likelihood ratio/ Negative likelihood ratio 2.79 277.08 687.8
F1-score 2 × (Precision × Sensitivity) /(Precision + Sensitivity) 0.49 0.94 0.96
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acquaintance with the documents, allowing for the 
creation of individual ranking lists for candidates with-
out a separate meeting. As a result, the time for approv-
ing each candidate was reduced to one minute. Nine 
minutes saved per transaction resulted in tangible sav-
ings throughout the university (Table 8).

5.4. Proof of use: The digitally accelerated 
transformation of Ukrainian HE decision-making 
and society at large

Proof of use of the Pi-Mind agent was performed in 
numerous case studies to justify the current artefact’s 
applicability in various domains, as promoted by 
Nunamaker et al. (2015), to identify its use’s side 
effects or undesirable consequences (Venable et al., 
2012). The transformation from specific, one-time 
decisions to more complex, fuzzy decision models 
allowed us to reveal the real scope of the artefact’s 

implicit and explicit capabilities and, therefore, its 
potential to influence change management processes 
and collective decision-making.

The HE case impacts the national level with real 
users, problems, and information systems. The Pi- 
Mind agent was implemented as part of the digital 
infrastructure, contributing to accelerating national 
reforms and managing change. Social change happens 
as a set of transitional processes that qualitatively 
shape different systems and communities. Even devel-
oped countries often experience difficulties when 
reforming because of the complex, nonlinear, 
dynamic, and difficult-to-predict nature of the under-
lying transition processes. In post-Soviet developing 
countries, such as Ukraine, unfavourable “starting 
positions” make this challenge even greater. Our goal 
was to use digital cloning (both decision-makers and 
processes) to enhance the efficiency of transitional 
processes, decrease the level of corruption, and 
increase societal trust in the process participants. We 
studied the effect of the Pi-Mind agent on the educa-
tional domain in Ukraine in several phases.

First, the web-based platform TRUST (www. 
portal.dovira.eu) was launched in four universities 
(NURE, Yuriy Fedkovych Chernivtsi National 
University, Ukrainian Catholic University, and 
the National Academy of Managing Personnel of 
Culture and Art) with the support of the Ministry 
of Education and Science of Ukraine. A meta- 
procedure for QA procedures was developed and 
tested on five procedures at each of these univer-
sities: management of academic recruitment, aca-
demic staff assessment, and motivation; innovation 
management at the level of HE institutions; stu-
dent feedback management; internationalisation; 

Table 8. Savings in human workload per year for the whole 
university.

Parameters

Academic 
councils 

at the 
faculty 

level

Academic 
councils 

at the 
university 

level

Number of academic councils 8 1
Number of academic council members 23 48
The average number of candidates 

considered by the academic council 
per year

20 140

Savings of human hours per transaction 0.153 0.153
Savings of human hours per year 563 1,028
Savings of human hours per year for the 

university
1,591

Table 7. Assessment of the decisions for the redistribution of resources without the direct involvement of the decision-maker.
Parameters Parameter value 2020

Total population Quarantine-related orders 60
True positive Timely high-quality orders 48
False-positive Orders activated on time but changed later 3
False-negative Orders activated later 2
True negative Orders prepared but not activated 7
Predicted condition 

positive
Orders activated in critical situation (Pi-Mind clone result) 51

Predicted condition 
negative

Cancelled orders (Pi-Mind clone result) 9

Condition positive Really necessary orders 50
Condition negative Orders appeared to be unnecessary 10
Sensitivity True positive/Condition positive 0.96
Miss rate False-negative/Condition positive 0.04
Probability of false alarm False-positive/Condition negative 0.3
Selectivity True negative/Condition negative 0.7
Prevalence Condition positive/Total population 0.83
Precision True positive/Predicted condition positive 0.94
False 

Omission rate
False-negative/Predicted condition negative 0.22

Accuracy True (positive + negative)/Total population 0.92
False discovery 

rate
False-positive/Predicted condition positive 0.06

Negative predictive value True negative/Predicted condition negative 0.78
F1-score 2 × (Precision × Sensitivity)/(Precision + Sensitivity) 0.95
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academic networking management; and manage-
ment of academic staff’s lifelong learning. All the 
developed procedures were properly tested and 
documented (Semenets et al., 2021). The first 
phase of implementing the Pi-Mind agent showed 
that even a reasonably constructed QA system 
required the support and commitment of its 
players. This conclusion was confirmed by the 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (Melchor, 2008). Transparent, and 
the systematic use of the Pi-Mind agent has 
become a support for the agents of change in 
universities, addressing the lack of academic con-
solidation, awareness, and acceptance of the 
reforms.

The second phase of evaluating the proof of use 
was shaped by deploying an entire ecosystem for 
accelerated cognitive development. This allowed 
cloning processes that could simulate new scenarios 
to predict the system’s behaviour, processes, and 
individual players within the new “rules of the 
game”, and then publish and compare the results. 
The Pi-Mind agent was first officially implemented 
at the national level during the election of private 
HE institutions’ representatives to the first national 
independent QA agency in Ukraine in 2015. The 
congress of private HE institutions used the tools 
and services of TRUST as digital support for the 
election process. The Pi-Mind agent (as a carrier of 
the collective vision) evaluated the candidates’ 
applications, choosing the most qualified members 
and publishing the final scores so that everybody 
could verify them and check the validity of the 
achievements. An attempt by the Ukrainian 
Congress to ignore the results and push previously 
chosen candidates behind closed doors was 
described in detail by the independent analytical 
platform VoxUkraine. The report on its analysis 
of the election results was later published with the 

title “Reform of HE: One Step Ahead and Two 
Steps Back”. The article illustrated (step by step 
with screenshots) that the best candidates (the Pi- 
Mind agent’s decisions) and the nominated candi-
dates (decisions of the officials) were different. The 
Ministry of Education and Science (responsible for 
the elections), under pressure from the solid and 
transparent facts provided by the Pi-Mind agent, 
subsequently annulled these nominations. For more 
than seven years, the Pi-Mind agent has continued 
to be used in various processes, helping to adapt 
people’s mindsets, culture, attitudes, and practices 
to new environments.

The results of the functioning of the ecosystem (the 
TRUST Portal) with the support of Pi-Mind technol-
ogy are as follows: 

● The ontological knowledge base stores more than 
400,000 resources registered by users, and 
23 million knowledge triples. Knowledge (seman-
tic) triples (subject-predicate-object statement) 
are elementary units that define one connection 
between two entities (often called “resources”) 
within a shared ontological knowledge graph 
(often called a “semantic graph”).

● More than 5,000 individual and corporate users 
(with advanced usage powers) were registered on 
the portal.

● More than 8,000 academic achievements were 
registered on the portal.

● More than 500 Pi-Mind agents, with their value 
systems, were created on the portal.

● More than 1,700 procedures were launched by 
Pi-Mind agents and stored on the portal.

The artefact was rigorously evaluated for its effective-
ness and efficiency in business-as-usual and crisis 
management processes for the design principles 
(DP0–3) used for its design (Table 9).

Table 9. Evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency of the Pi-Mind agent and the design principles DP0–DP3.
Essence Design Principle Metric Value

Effectiveness DP0 
Turing principle

F1-score in business as usual 
processes

Increase from 0.49 to 0.96 – the correlation between artificial and human 
academic staff in the NURE case (Table 6). 
From 0.92 to 0.995 – the correlation between artificial and human security 
inspectors in the NATO case (Golovianko et al., 2021). 

DP1 Responsibility The percentage of 
responsibilities delegated to 
a clone

100% – because of the stored PSVs in the information system (in the NURE 
case). 
> 85% in business-as-usual processes in the NATO case (Golovianko et al., 
2021). 
> 65% in adversarial environments in the NATO case (Golovianko et al., 
2021). 

DP2 
Resiliency

F1-score in critical processes 0.95 – in benign environments (NURE case), Table 7. 
Increase to 0.7 in adversarial environments, here in the case of evasion 
attacks in the NATO case (Golovianko et al., 2021).

Efficiency DP3 
Ubiquity

Human hours savings > 1,500 human hours for one procedure in an organisation per year (see, 
Table 8).

Number of processes run with 
Pi-Mind agents

> 1,700 processes in a real environment.
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The performed test runs convinced us that not 
only personal decision expertise but also entire pro-
cesses can be cloned. In cloning processes, by placing 
different Pi-Mind agents at the appropriate decision 
points, the organisation can ensure the continuity 
and quality of the processes based on collective intel-
ligence and dynamic assessments. These findings led 
us to work on twinning and simulating transitional 
processes to test various expert approaches, which 
are extremely important in situations with limited 
human and time resources. More specifically, the Pi- 
Mind agents can be considered key providers of the 
processes’ sustainability in the context of hybrid 
threats in the environment created in the 
“Academic Response to Hybrid Threats” (WARN) 
Project (https://warn-erasmus.eu). We are currently 
simulating complex situations in which a cognitive 
clone (or an “artificial clone + human donor” team) 
learns to make decisions in real processes when chal-
lenged by complex, non-standard adversarial 
conditions.

6. Discussion

6.1. Use prospects for the artefact

Our study makes a novel artifactual contribution to 
the research (Ågerfalk & Karlsson, 2020) on improv-
ing organisational resilience in points of decision- 
making supported by information systems (Duchek, 
2020; Heeks & Ospina, 2019; Hillmann & Guenther, 
2021; Linnenluecke, 2017; Riolli & Savicki, 2003). 
Global crises provoked by “unknown unknowns” 
have made this task especially important because 
situations such as the COVID-19 pandemic have 
revealed the considerable vulnerability of decision- 
makers in critical situations. The search for appropri-
ate solutions led to AI technologies, enabling a smooth 
transformation from human-driven to automated 
decision-making.

The IT artefact (Pi-Mind agent) is an AI solution 
designed and implemented to create digital clones of 
professional experts. With its basic concepts (cognitive 
clone and cloning environment), models, methods, 
techniques, interfaces, and tools, the agent will ensure 
responsible, resilient, and ubiquitous decision-making 
in business-as-usual and crisis management 
conditions.

The applicability and utility of the IT artefact 
were demonstrated and evaluated via several suc-
cessful implementations and deployments. First, we 
presented the design and implementation of the 
top-down facet of the Pi-Mind agent within orga-
nisations in the university environment. The 
administrative and participative decision-making 
processes were reformed based on this implementa-
tion, but the critical decision-making processes also 

changed completely. The implementation assess-
ments confirmed an increase in the accuracy of 
HR decisions and savings, with an increase in per-
sonnel’s general interest in the new technology. 
Second, the bottom-up facet of the Pi-Mind agent 
was implemented based on new GAN-oriented 
architectures. Third, the implementation of the Pi- 
Mind ecosystem in Ukrainian HE institutions has 
led to several societal and legislative changes:

● Several initiatives for improving regulatory 
and legislative acts were successfully adopted 
at the level of the Cabinet of Ministries,1 the 
Parliament Committee of Education and 
Science,2 and the Ministry of Education and 
Science.3

● Members of the project team participated in 
activities for the development of the new law on 
HE (September 2014).

● Expert recommendations for the draft of the con-
cept of reforms in the system of accreditation and 
licencing of HE institutions and a roadmap for 
establishing the National Independent QA 
Agency were presented.4

Therefore, we claim that our “last-mile DSR” has 
directly impacted Ukrainian society and how decisions 
are made in Ukrainian HE institutions. Consequently, 
our study has implications for practice and provides 
an example of how proof of use can be evaluated in 
a DSR project.

Furthermore, the developed DPs make a novel con-
tribution to the development of both responsible AI 
(Arrieta et al., 2020; Gupta et al., 2021) and ethical AI 
(see, e.g., the Montreal Declaration, 2017: montreal-
declaration-responsibleai.com/the-declaration; the 
Asilomar AI principles: futureoflife.org/ai-principles; 
Berente et al., 2021; Floridi & Cowls, 2019; Henz, 
2021). Regarding the “responsibility” concept, we con-
sider three dimensions: “taking over a responsibility”, 
“being responsible”, and “deciding responsibly”. 
“Being responsible” involves the ethical dilemma of 
who will be responsible for incorrect decisions made 
by the clone (Royakkers et al., 2018). The DPs create 
the technical prerequisites for transparent distribution 
of responsibilities between the donor, developer, and 
user and enable a good balance between AI autonomy 
and high control of the donor or of those the Pi-Mind 
collaborates with. Putting humans at the centre of 
systems design thinking, the Pi-Mind agent validates 
Shneiderman’s human-centred AI framework 
(Schneiderman, 2020).

Our study also promotes the concept of “deciding 
responsibly” as a computational aspect of measurable 
responsibility for mistakes. We capture and measure 
personal bias and consider it an indication and 
a measure of responsibility as the extent to which the 
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decision-maker is concerned regarding the potential 
consequences of one’s decisions. The study also con-
tributes to solving several ethical issues in the work-
place: 1) the Pi-Mind agent provides a guarantee of the 
virtual presence of a needed specialist without over-
loading him; 2) the opportunity to participate simul-
taneously in several critical processes increases an 
individual’s confidence regarding employment; 3) in 
cases where an employee has exceptionally unique, 
strong, and potentially reusable expertise, they can 
“patent” the clone and sell copies elsewhere; therefore, 
as a technology acronym, “Pi” (or “π” as another 
option) refers to “patented intelligence”.

6.2. Further development of the artefact

The IT artefact (Pi-Mind agent) is a testing ground for 
extensive research on “human-like” decision-making. 
For example, donors have different attitudes regarding 
how they behave in new situations, either choosing 
a rational (statistically more rewarding) option or 
bravely trying something new out of curiosity. 
Clones must also capture these attitudes during train-
ing. In Terziyan and Nikulin’s (2021) study, the “gray 
zones” within the data (collected as experiences for 
future training) were defined as the voids within the 
decision space. Such zones indicate the boundaries for 
potential situations for which no decisions have been 
made. The grey zones can be handled and used for 
“curiosity-driven learning” when training and testing 
samples are intentionally generated deep inside the 
grey zones. This would force the intelligent algorithm 
(e.g., a potential cognitive clone) to learn faster about 
how to decide in cases of uncertainty and ignorance, 
such as the current COVID-19 crisis.

Our study also contributes to the literature on 
human-centric AI and the change from computa-
tional thinking (Wing, 2006) to AI thinking (Zeng, 
2013), as well as to human-centric AI thinking 
(How et al., 2020), human-centric AI (Bryson & 
Theodorou, 2019), and trustworthy AI applications 
(García-Magariño et al., 2019; Kaur et al., 2020). 
More specifically, our study addresses how AI 
helps respond to emergencies and how human- 
aware AI (Kambhampati, 2019) should be designed 
to address these challenges by modelling the mental 
states of a human in the loop, recognising their 
desires and intentions, proactively addressing 
them, behaving safely and clearly by giving detailed 
explanations of demand, and so forth. We argue 
that this development will result in the form of 
collaborative AI, which starts with two former 
extremes: AI-agent-driven swarm intelligence 
(Schranz et al., 2020), which is based on nature- 
inspired collective behaviour models for self- 
organised multi-agent systems, and human-team- 
driven collective intelligence (Suran et al., 2020), 

which focuses on the search for a compromise 
among individual (human) decision-makers. 
Collaborative AI is a compromise of both, thus 
including human + AI-agent-driven decision- 
making (Paschen et al., 2020). This benefits from 
AI but keeps humans in the loop, as in the case of 
“human swarming” (Rosenberg, 2016), which com-
bines the benefits of an efficient computational 
infrastructure with the unique values that humans 
bring to the decision process.

The foreseen development of collaborative AI has 
implications for many areas of society. One such 
example is the manufacturing industry’s digital trans-
formation towards smart factories (“Industry 4.0”) 
and the use of cyber-physical systems to cybernize 
manufacturing processes (Tuunanen et al., 2019). 
Given the increasing role of AI in the digital transfor-
mation of industrial processes, one can assume that 
the supervisory role of humans in future industries 
will decrease (Rajnai & Kocsis, 2017). However, one 
way to keep humans in the loop would be to create 
cognitive clones of humans, as suggested here. The use 
of cognitive clones of real workers, operators, and 
decision-makers will preserve the human-centric nat-
ure of cybernized manufacturing processes, enabling 
highly personalised product manufacturing (Lu et al., 
2020).

A more everyday area of society related to the 
current study is the use of self-driving vehicles, 
which have been seriously impacted by various ethical 
dilemmas and responsibility distribution issues 
(Bennett et al., 2020; Lobschat et al., 2021; Myers, 
2021). However, if the digital driver (as a clone of the 
customer) will make ethically similar choices (among 
the legal ones) as the customer would make in similar 
critical situations (having enough time to think prop-
erly), then the customer-to-vehicle trust would be 
much higher. Another important case for cognitive 
clones as “digital customers” would include improving 
the (digital) customer experience because of customer 
involvement in the design and manufacturing pro-
cesses via corresponding digital clones. Such cyber- 
physical systems would allow them to interconnect 
the processes related to a cybernized customer experi-
ence (Rekettye & Rekettye, 2020; Tuunanen et al., 
2019) and supply chain innovation (Hahn, 2020).

Finally, the obvious intensification of various global 
and local crises of various natures (manufactured disas-
ters, terrorist attacks, refugee crises, global hacker attacks, 
hybrid and real wars, COVID-19, other pandemics, etc.) 
play a role as catalysers for the emergence of all these AI- 
related trends. Therefore, we believe that society today 
does not need faceless and ruthless AI analytics. On the 
contrary, people need AI with a “human face” or 
a sustainable and trusted partner capable of helping 
humans overcome problems and feel safe in this challen-
ging world. This was the main driver of this study.
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7. Conclusions

The synergy of vulnerabilities of different natures has 
become a real-world crash test for decision-making 
mechanisms. Most processes supported by informa-
tion systems have decision branch points driven 
mainly by humans. The key dispatcher role a human 
(as a thinker and decision-maker) has in process man-
agement makes many believe that this role is the 
reason for our existence. Descartes’s famous “Cogito, 
ergo sum” (“I think, therefore I am”) confirms the vital 
human need to be involved in decision-making. Any 
interruption of our active involvement in a cognitive 
activity is interpreted as a threat to our existence. 
However, this phrase takes on a new meaning with 
cognitive cloning technology. We offer an IT artefact 
(Pi-Mind agent) for the digital duplication of human 
decision-makers with their unique competencies. The 
Pi-Mind agent, which can imitate a human donor’s 
decision-making, has an invaluable advantage: the 
technology is not exposed to the intentional and unin-
tentional biological threats related to, for example, 
infections, pollution, toxic substances, and so forth. 
Therefore, the Pi-Mind agent will preserve sustainable 
cognitive involvement (“existence”) for itself and its 
human donor. Consequently, through the resilience of 
the Pi-Mind technology, we can modernise the quote 
with a new interpretation: “My clone thinks when 
I cannot, therefore, I (still) am”.

Pi-Mind as a technology covers the top-down, bot-
tom-up, and autonomic approaches to AI, along with 
the technology of decision behaviour twinning and the 
technology of creating decision clones. This allows us 
to determine how to make a digital, proactive copy of 
a person’s decision system:

● The developed DP1–3 brings flexibility to the 
solution because of the ability to choose one of 
the options as the MVP (Nguyen-Duc, 2020) and 
join the remaining options when appropriate.

● To teach an AI agent to capture personal decision 
preferences, values, and skills from humans 
(DP0), we propose a hybrid approach to knowl-
edge extraction: AI can be developed based on 
data, information, and knowledge taken from 
humans, or AI can be trained based on the avail-
able data; both options can be used alone or in 
combination with each other.

● To teach an AI agent to (consciously) choose 
the most appropriate solution among the alter-
natives at critical decision points, we propose 
supplementing agent-based technologies with 
training agents in adversarial environments 
(within the GAN paradigm).

The developed IT artefact is not simply a digital twin, an 
intelligent agent, or a decision-making system; it is 
a more complex IT artefact with heterogeneous features.

The research questions in this study focused on 
how to ensure organisational resilience using the 
Pi-Mind agent. Our answer is empowering (and 
complementing, when appropriate) humans as 
decision-makers and, at the same time, decreasing 
the vulnerabilities of human-dependent decision- 
making processes due to special techniques used 
for IT artefact design and further adversarial 
training.

The current study has some limitations. First, the 
Pi-Mind agent requires special digital (agent-enabled) 
environments that must be integrated with the target 
information system before being used. In addition, we 
did not address the fact that using Pi-Mind agents as 
digital decision-making clones also has social and, in 
particular, ethical challenges. The use of Pi-Mind 
agents in organisations may reveal many economic 
and legal challenges (copyrights, liability, rewards for 
using such an asset, etc.), which should be studied 
separately. Despite these limitations, we believe that 
the results present a clear benefit for ensuring the 
efficiency of critical decision-making and organisa-
tional resilience.

For future research, we also recognise the impor-
tance of understanding (during cloning) the 
donor’s emotional state, which often influences 
their decisions. The extent to which emotions influ-
ence choices during decision-making is very perso-
nal. Each clone must capture these specifics. 
Humans often make decisions in groups, and social 
interactions affect each individual’s preferences. 
Everyone must balance individual and group biases 
while making decisions; therefore, personal clones 
or Pi-Mind agents must capture the specific limits 
of compromises for every individual. Finally, clon-
ing the groups could be a potentially important 
topic for generalising the Pi-Mind concept from 
individual to collective intelligence. Such clones 
will learn to compromise between individual and 
collective choices. However, there is much to be 
done in this area, and we welcome other research-
ers to join us.

Notes

1. August 2013, http://dovira.eu/Law_proposal.pdf.
2. November 2013, http://dovira.eu/Round_table_% 

208_11.pdf.
3. February 2014, http://dovira.eu/UCU_proposals.pdf.
4. March 2014, http://dovira.eu/Accreditation_propo 

sals.pdf.
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